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SLIMLINE DISH FOLDING LNB ARM KIT – No. 2
The Slimline Dish Folding LNB Arm Kit contains the necessary hardware components to 
make your Slimline dish user-friendlier.  It consists of hardware to allow the LNBF arm to 
be raised to a compact position for storage, positioning it about 1” from the face of the dish. 
It also provides wing nuts to replace the hex nuts on the original dish, eliminating the need 
for a wrench when making adjustments.  (It is recommended you use a ½” hex nut driver  
(NOT INCLUDED) to make the azimuth,  elevation and tilt adjustments.)  

The kit contains: 1 Replacement LNB Bracket, 1 ¼-20 X 3” Eye Bolt, 1 ¼ -20 X 2¾” Hex 
Bolt, 7 3/16-18 Wing Nuts, 1 ¼ -20 Wing Nut, 3 ¼” SAE Washers, 1 ¼ -20 Nylock Nut and 
1 ¼ X½” Steel Sleeve (See FIG.1).

INSTALLATION -
The next operation should be done with the dish mounted on the tripod.

1. Replace the following hex nuts, located on the back of the dish, with the wing nuts from 
the kit.  (IF THE HEX NUTS ARE PAINTED  BLACK, THIS INDICATES THEY SHOULD 
NOT BE REMOVED)

3 hex nuts on skew or tilt adjustment assembly
2 hex nuts on elevation assembly
2 hex nuts on azimuth adjustment assembly

2. Remove the four 5/16-18 hex bolts that secure the original LNB bracket and arm to the 
dish mounting plate.  Remove the LNB arm and bracket from the dish.  It  should look 
EXACTLY as the arm in FIG. 2 and the full-size photo on page 2.  (If it does not look like  
the arm in these photos -STOP -.  This kit will not work on your dish.  Call TV4RV.com at  
541-244-0250 for instructions.)  Remove the LNB head and cables from the LNB arm.

3. The original LNB bracket is secured to the LNB arm with three indented pressings on 
each side.  To remove the bracket these indents will need to be drilled out with a  ¼” drill 
bit.  Place the LNB arm in a drill press and drill out each of the six indents as shown in FIG.  
3.

4. Place the LNB arm in a vise and use a small block of wood to tap the original LNB 
bracket off the LNB arm as shown in FIG 5.  Use a metal file to remove the burrs from the 
inside of the LNB arm that were caused by the drilling operation.

5.  Install the LNB bracket from the kit onto the LNB arm.  Before installing the hardware 
bolts, install the LNB cable inside the LNB arm.  Place a ¼” SAE washer onto the ¼ -20 
X 2¾” Hex Bolt.  Insert the hex bolt into the front hole of the LNB bracket.  Install a second 
¼” SAE washer and the ¼ -20 Nylock Nut.  Tighten the nut ONLY to the point where there 
is no end play in the bolt but allows the bolt to turn freely in the hole.  This forms a pivot  
point for the LNB arm.  Install a ¼” SAE washer onto the  ¼-20 X 3” Eye Bolt and insert it 
into the adjustment hole of the LNB bracket.  Add the  ¼ X½” Steel Sleeve and secure with 
the  ¼-20 Wing Nut. The assembly should look like FIG. 6.

6.  Install the assembly into the dish mounting plate and replace the original hex bolts. 
Install the LNB head, connecting the RG-6 cable as necessary.  To raise or lower the LNB 
arm simply loosen the wing nut and raise or lower the arm.  NEVER allow the arm to drop 
without supporting it with your hand.
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When removed from your Slimline dish, your original LNB arm
should look EXACTLY like the photo above.

If it doesn't – STOP – this kit will not work on your dish.

Call TV4RV.com at 541-244-0250 for instructions.


